
KFGC558J
KitchenAid® 48" Smart Commercial-Style 
Gas Range with Griddle
Dimensions: h: 36" w: 47 7/8" d: 30 1/4"

START THE CONVERSATION
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THIS MODEL OFFERS:

RANGE OF HEAT

TOP FEATURES

CHROME-INFUSED 
ELECTRIC GRIDDLE

The smooth, recessed surface 

makes it easy to flip even delicate 

foods and features quick preheating 

and precise temperature control 

to expertly brown, sear and 

crisp edge-to-edge.

LEARN MORE

DID YOU KNOW?

This commercial-style range is available in nine colors 
to match your existing kitchen or become a key design 
element in your kitchen remodel.

DUAL-CONCENTRIC 
OVEN KNOB

Two knobs in one let you 

first choose Bake, Broil 

or Convection, then 

select temperature.

LEARN MORE

EVEN-HEAT™ 
TRUE CONVECTION

This true convection system 

features a bow-tie shaped 

baffle design with hidden oven 

element and fan to circulate hot 

air for consistent temperatures 

for flaky baked goods and more.

https://video.whirlpoolcorpsalesacademy.com/media/Easy+to+clean+griddle+-+KitchenAid%C2%AE+Commercial-Style+Ranges/1_hs61x8s5/24344012
https://video.whirlpoolcorpsalesacademy.com/media/Responsive+Back+Lighting+on+the+Dual+Concentric+Knob+-+KitchenAid%C2%AE+Commercial-Style+Ranges/1_iu7d00p7/24344012


DEMO

Show your customers the versatility of the cooktop 
by displaying a wok in the grate insert on your sales 
floor. Turn the wok grate insert upside down 
to showcase the melt functionality. 

Let your customers know that this commercial-style 
range can accommodate their recipe needs with two 
20,000 BTU Ultra Power™ Dual-Flame Burners for high 
and low heat cooking on the same burner and a 5,000 
BTU Simmer/Melt Burner that reduces to 900 BTUs.

COMMERCIAL-STYLE RANGES

Size:

Gas Model:

Dual-Fuel Model:

COOK COLORFULLY

A curated palette provides customers with the opportunity to express 
their appetite for adventure in their kitchen design. EXPLORE COLOR
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PA

Passion 
Red

MB

Misty 
Blue

SS

Stainless
Steel

MH

Milkshake

AV

Avocado 
Cream

SC

Scorched
Orange

YP

Yellow 
Pepper

BK

Imperial 
Black

IB

Ink 
Blue

https://www.kitchenaid.com/major-appliances/ranges/commercial-style-range.html

